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                START YOUR WELLNESS JOURNEY            

            
                Achieve your fitness goals with PURE passes.
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                                                Whether you want to tone your body or pump up your cardio, harness the power and grit with PURE Fitness.
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                                                From private yoga to specialised classes, enjoy the ultimate yoga experience with PURE Yoga and lead happier, healthier, and more balanced lives.
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                                                Transform your technique & physique with our dedicated Reformer Pilates classes.
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                                                From yoga to fitness, PURE Online provides scheduled and on-demand workout videos to practise anytime and anywhere.
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                                                noodfood offers only the good stuff — delicious and nutritious food and drinks including cold-pressed juices, raw foods and organic snacks to keep you happy and healthy.
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                                                With outlets throughout Asia, KURIOS is a wellness and athleisure concept brand aimed to ignite kuriosity in the body and mind with products from around the world.
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            Let us know how we can help you.
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                                                    My PURE Account - Membership Enquiry
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                        What would you like to enquire about?
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                                    Asia Standard Tower
California Tower Lan Kwai Fong
ICBC Tower
K11 MUSEA
Kinwick Centre
Langham Place
Langham Place
Lee Theatre
Lincoln House
MOKO
Manulife Place
One Hennessy
One Taikoo Place
PCCW Tower
Pacific Place
Peninsula Office Tower
Soundwill Plaza
Starstreet Precinct
World Trade Centre
apm
ifc mall
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                        Please input your phone
                            number
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                            Form submitted. Our representative will contact you shortly.
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            Stay in the loop


            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                What’s your contact?
                                
                            

                            
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            Stay up to date with the latest yoga and fitness promotions, news and more!
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                        Email address is invalid.
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            Corporate wellness


            Let us know how we can help you.
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Client Engagement Wellness Support
Events
Advertising
Others
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